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Opa: Up and RunningO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Want to simplify web development? This hands-on book shows you how to write frontend and backend code simultaneously, using the Opa framework. Opa provides a complete stack for web application development, including a web server, database engine, distribution libraries, and a programming language that compiles to JavaScript.
...
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Quality Code: Software Testing Principles, Practices, and PatternsAddison Wesley, 2013

	Test-driven, test-first, and test-early development practices are helping thousands of software development organizations improve their software. Now, in  Quality Code: Software Testing Principles, Practices, and Patterns,  Stephen Vance builds on all that’s been learned about test-driven development,...
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Creating HTML5 Animations with Flash and WallabyO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Creating standards-compliant animations for the Web just got a lot easier. With this concise guide, you’ll learn how to convert Flash animations into HTML5, using Wallaby—the experimental tool from Adobe. Wallaby makes Flash content available for devices that don't support Flash runtimes, including the iPhone and...
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jQuery UI 1.6: The User Interface Library for jQueryPackt Publishing, 2009
Who this book is written for?  

This book is for front-end designers and developers that need to quickly learn how to use the jQuery UI User Interface Library. To get the most out of this book you should have a good working knowledge of HTML, CSS and JavaScript, and will need to be comfortable using jQuery, the...
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jQuery: Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2009
jQuery is a popular JavaScript library that simplifies event handling, animating, and Ajax interactions for rapid web development. Many companies are using jQuery including: Amazon, Google, Twitter, Bank of America, BBC, ESPN, CBS News, Digg, Reuters, IBM, Netflix, Dell, Oracle, Slashdot, Tecnorati, and Intuit.

Even casual web designers,...
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Sass EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Develop efficient and streamlined CSS styles using Sass for any website or online application with minimal effort and maximum scope for reusability in future projects


	About This Book

	
		Streamline CSS development using the power of SASS
	
		Discover how to transition existing projects to...
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JavaScript: Visual QuickStart Guide (8th Edition)Peachpit Press, 2011

	Welcome to JavaScript! Using this easyto-
	learn programming language, you’ll be
	able to add pizzazz to your Web pages and
	make them more useful for you and for your
	site’s visitors. We’ve written this book as a
	painless introduction to JavaScript, so you
	don’t have to be a geek or a nerd to write a...
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Developing Websites with jQuery MobileFocal Press, 2011

	
		This short ebook takes a deep dive into jQuery for mobile development. While jQuery is one of the most popular frameworks used to build out complex Web pages you can now use the jQuery Mobile framework and jQuery itself to add complexity and richness to your pages. Go beyond the core of jQuery Find out how to work with navbars,...
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SharePoint 2013 Branding and User Interface DesignWrox Press, 2013

	Plan, design, and launch a brand in SharePoint


	If you are planning, designing, and launching your brand using SharePoint, this book and author trio will walk you through everything you need to know in an understandable and approachable way. From specific technologies such as master pages, page layouts, and CSS to offering...
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CoffeeScript Programming with jQuery, Rails, and Node.jsPackt Publishing, 2012

	CoffeeScript is a young but popular language that makes web programming fun and more productive. It compiles to JavaScript and unleashes its powerful features while not straying too far from the language. It's become one of the most popular languages on Github and is being used for both browser and server side programming.

...
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Beginning Hybrid Mobile Application DevelopmentApress, 2015

	Today, a mobile device user prefers installed application over browsing internet; e.g. booking cab, buying movie tickets, watching you tube videos etc. Market share of mobile devices based on android, iOS & Windows Phone is considerable. Creating an installable application targeting these multiple devices involves too much of pain because...
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CoffeeScript Application Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 90 hands-on recipes to help you develop engaging applications using CoffeeScript


	About This Book

	
		Use CoffeeScript to create and test applications and backend services
	
		Build applications using popular frameworks, libraries, and platforms
	
		Interface with popular services...
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